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Presentation Notes
I’m Drew Beja. I work for Granahan Investment Management We’re a small boutique investment firm based in Boston Mass. We have been in business 35 years, and do one thing, US Long Only Small-to-Medium Growth Stocks.We’re independent, employee owned and have a very collaborative team. I manage the US Focused Growth Strategy for Granahan, which many of you and/or your clients are invested in.I am invested right alongside you. I Started fund with my own capital – Have never take out a dollar, and it represents a large % of my own net worth



News Flash!

The world was changing rapidly…
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News Flash – We live in a rapidly changing world…
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A world in which we are about to have Drone delivery of goods from Walmart and Amazon…
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…and human organs for transplants. 
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And just about any kind of Food can be delivered to our door in minutes…..delivered--at least for now—by humans. 
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A world with AI, VR, Machine Learning and Chat Bots …and the magic of Tik Tok
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A world in which the sharing economy has become mainstream….and produced many successes…
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…and some failures.
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Where money is changing hands and being invested in all sorts of new ways.
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Where millions are playing video games with each other real time all over the world,And more millions are watching others play video games and eSportsAnd where…somewhat belatedly, Americans are finally beginning to be able to bet on sports from their homes. 
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And this all pre-dates …the global pandemic……descending upon the world
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And thus these days we’re dealing with even more…Covid’s wrath causing deaths and illnesses……business failures……unemployment…We it also seems we’re experiencing once in one hundred year natural disasters every 100 daysWe’ve got unhinged teenage vigilantes in the streets with automatic riflesAnd unhinged ego-maniacs off the streets sitting in what is arguably the most important seat on the planet
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So the headlines are scary…
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…and Lots of numbers are going the wrong way…
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So one can’t be blamed for feeling frenetic about these times…And yet, it is for just such times that your clients are lucky to have you helping them to navigate.
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It also helps to have a guiding light…a North Star



Desert Island 
Worthy Companies 

Presenter
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And for us, for The Focused Growth Strategy, The North Star is simple: We invest in companies we’d take if stranded on a Desert Island for 5-7 years…because we believe they are likely to be worth multiples of what they are today when we came back



• Large Open-Ended Opportunities
• Great Customer Value Propositions
• Strong Management & Corporate Culture
• Strong Financials

Key Attributes:

Desert Island Companies
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Some of the Attributes we look for in Desert Island Worthy companies Are: Large open-ended opportunities that will enable the company to sustain high growth for many yearsGreat Customer Value PropositionsStrong management teams with exceptional corporate cultures that can attract and retain talent and invest to sustain and widen their moat We like strong balance sheets (because stuff happens) and high incremental margins (because that is a beautiful thing)When we find a Desert Island Worthy company we put it on the DIM…100 Companies…we track these companies very closely. The Portfolio is a subset of 40 out of these 100 companies. 
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You might wonder how we find these Desert Island Companies. Well, there are 7 of us on the investment team at Granahan and we’ve been investing in small caps on average for almost 30 years.We each have developed very large networks and we come across and meet with hundreds of companies every year……but very few have the attributes I just mentioned that make them Desert Island worthy. 



Yesterday’s “Desert Island” Companies
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We now know in hindsight what companies we should have taken to the Desert Island 10-20 years ago.Companies such as Shopify and Salesforce and Linked InWe owned most…though not all of these companies in the Focused Growth Portfolio……but that is not the main point of this slide. The main point is to emphasize that our mission is to own a portfolio of tomorrow’s Desert Island companies Today.



We Want Companies on the Positive Side of Disruptive Change
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These tend to be companies on the right side of disruptive change…You hear a lot about Disruptive Change these days…I like to think of disruptive change as a wave……most companies are swimming against the tide……95-97% of companies…doesn’t make them bad companies, bad people, or even bad stocks…just not interested.We want companies that are riding that wave…



Fish Where the Fish Are
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Or…to shift to another water-based metaphor…we like to fish for these secular growth companies in ponds (or industries) stocked with them……so we are invested in many companies in such areas as:Cloud ComputingE-CommerceEd TechAIAnd Cybersecurity



Covid
Pulled forward secular trends already underway
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These trends have been in place for sometime, and most of them have accelerated under Covid.
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One example is the move from Offline to online to which has greatly benefitted companies like Shopify—a platform for online commerce……at the expense of Bricks & Mortar retailers like Lord & Taylor and Neiman Marcus which have been struggling for years and Covid tipped them into Bankruptcy. 
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Another example is Etsy. Sales on the platform were hurt early in the pandemic as investors were worried about all sorts of things.Then Etsy’s 3+ million sellers quickly pivoted to selling masks.The Results have been stunning. Through June 30th $350 Million have been sold on the platform.And perhaps more notable, sales excluding masks are up 90% Year on Year as buying has shifted online.
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Cloud computing has been underway for almost two decades…but Covid has has vaulted it from a nice to have to a need to have for most businesses
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Similarly, online education has been experiencing strong growth for many years…but Covid has massively accelerated this trend for obvious reasons.
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My 85 year old Dad had his first telemedicine visit a couple of months ago…
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And my 84 year old Mom is now a wiz on Zoom



Focused Growth Philosophy & Process
Desert Island Companies + Strict Risk/Reward Discipline on Stocks
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In a moment I’ll briefly walk you through our 4 step process and share a few examples of companies we believe are desert island worthy today. But 1st an overview. I believe this is the most important slide in my presentation. Because it captures the Philosophy & Process underlying the Granahan Focused Growth Strategy in a simply Graph.First, it is important to clearly distinguish companies and stocks.Companies fortunes are not linear…even the best don’t grown in a steady straight line.And we certainly know that investor perception and psychology often cause the stocks of even the best desert island companies to swing quite meaningfully. Think about Apple’s near death experiences in 1997 and 2000 before rising from the ashes and introduce a series of winning products beginning with the iPod in 2001. Apple become the first company to reach $2 Trillion last month.Our investment process essentially aims to do two things:Identify Desert Island Worthy Companies – Companies compounding at 15-20%-30% or more per yearOwn the stocks of those desert island companies when R/R is good, and not own them when R/R is badAnd we have tight disciplines around both



The Power of Compounding
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That compounding of 15-20-25% or more per year is powerful. Take two companies for example…Company A in the Orange grows 4% per year—about twice as fast as US GDP typical grows…And…Company B in the Blue grows 20% per year—which is actually a bit less than the average growth rate of the companies in our portfolioAfter 5 years, you’d have made 22% on Company A and 149% on Company BAfter 10 years, just under 50% on Company A, and over 500% on Company BNow I’m not telling you anything you don’t already know…but the numbers are stark…and I like to remind myself of the power of compounding every once in a while.  Which is why I believe a secular growth portfolio merits a place in most asset allocation plans. 



The Power of Compounding Extends to the GIM Focused Growth Strategy
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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This compounding has worked well for investors in the Granahan Focused Growth Strategy.The strategy launched in August of 2007. $10,000 invested in the strategy 13 years ago would be worth almost $113,000 todayCompounding is powerful…but you need to be disciplined. 



Four Steps
1. Company Analysis
2. Stock Analysis
3. Portfolio Construction & Allocation
4. Risk Management

Granahan Focused Growth Investment Process



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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First step. Separate companies from stocks.Let me give you an example of a company we believe is Desert Island WorthyI’ll bet most of you know Axon…even though you may not know the name.The best known of Axon’s products is the Taser…the non-lethal weapon that has the leading position worldwide. 

https://vimeo.com/451239404
https://vimeo.com/451239404


An Ambitious Mission

Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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A $27 Billion Opportunity
Investment Process:  Step 1 -

Company Analysis



Four Growth Areas
Investment Process:  Step 1 -

Company Analysis
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Video

Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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https://vimeo.com/451239404
https://vimeo.com/451239404
https://vimeo.com/451239404


Solid Financials

Strong Balance Sheet: $687M Cash & Investments and $0 Debt 

Solid Free Cash Flow: 2020E: +$33 Million; 2021E: +$86 Million

Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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I’ll come back to Axon in a minute to talk about how we value it as a stock…But first, I thought I’d share with you a few of the other companies on the Desert Island Monitored List



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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Presentation Notes
 Social is increasingly mission critical for Brands to connect with their customers…and vice versa.And it is increasingly important  for these brands to manage their social presence. Sprout Social is the leading platform for brands to do this.



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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 Kornit is leading the way in providing machines and systems to enable customized digital printing on T-shirts and other textiles. Or, put another way, disrupting the centuries old analog textile printing industry.



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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An ethical food company that is the #1 brand of pasture-raised eggs in the US (#2 in overall sales and by far the fastest growing).



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis
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Enphase…which has moved from a component supplier of inverters to residential solar systems to a complete “All in One” Smart Energy Solution.



Investment Process:  Step 1 - Company Analysis

Presenter
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Concierge Medicine – For less than $200 per member per year….wait 30 minutes to see your PCP…or get in quickly to a specialist, or better yet…visit one immediately via telemedicine… Note: All of these companies are secular growers…and while most weren’t immune to the immediate effects of Covid…the pandemic if anything is accelerating adoption…even at Vital Farms (we’re eating more eggs in case you wondered).  



Attractive 
“Expected 

Return”

2. Stock Analysis

Investment Process Date Last Modified
DATE/TIME Date Last Modified Next Report Date
9/8/2020 631,626          $51,382,808 9/8/2020 11/10/2020

STOCK & MARKET VALUE DATA: Actual Actual Mean Est. Mean Est. Mean Est.
Street Est 12/2018 12/2019 12/2020 12/2021 12/2022

Company Ticker AAXN Revenues (M) $420 $531 $614 $713 $843
Company Name AXON ENTERPRISE INC Y/Y % change 26.4% 26.4% 15.6% 16.2% 18.3%

EPS $0.74 $1.04 $0.92 $1.40 $1.84
Last Price $81.35 Short Interest EBITDA 61           88              108             129            149          

3.7    EBITDA Mgn % 14.6% 16.5% 17.6% 18.1% 17.6%
Shares Out (M) 63 hw Days 2 Cover    Incr. Mgn % 23.7% 24.4% 21.4% 14.9%
Market Cap. (M) $5,163 5.9 FCF 50.1 48.51 21.7 89.9 122

WC Cash/Shr FCF Yield 1.1% 1.1% 0.5% 2.0% 2.7%
Total Cash & Invest.(M) $687 hw $10.83 EV/Revenues 10.7X 8.4X 7.3X 6.3X 5.3X
Total Debt $0 hw NetCash/shr PE 109.9X 78.2X 88.5X 58.0X 44.2X
Enterprise Value $4,476 $10.83 EV/EBITDA 72.8        51.0           41.5            34.6           30.1         

Metric Financial Valuation Stock % chg. From
Exepected Return (ER) Description Metric Metric Value Curr. Price Probability Value ER

FY1 2021
Best EBITDA $138 50.0 $121.06 49% 0.10                12.11          

Some Upside EBITDA $131 45.0 $104.85 29% 0.25                26.21          
Most Likely EBITDA $123 40.0 $89.51 10% 0.30                26.85          

Some Downside EBITDA $111 35.0 $73.23 -10% 0.30                21.97          
Worst EBITDA $103 30.0 $60.73 -25% 0.05                3.04           

Must Equal 1.00                90.18$     ER
11% Upside

FY2 2022
Best EBITDA $197 45.0 $153.99 89% 0.10          15.40        

Some Upside EBITDA $184 40.0 $130.24 60% 0.25          32.56        
Most Likely EBITDA $157 35.0 $100.81 24% 0.35          35.28        

Some Downside EBITDA $133 30.0 $76.77 -6% 0.25          19.19        
Worst  FCF Yield 3.0% $93.00 $59.67 -27% 0.05          2.98          

Must Equal 1.00          105.42$   ER
30% Upside

FY3 2023
Best EBITDA $274 40.0 $188.81 132% 0.10                18.88          

Some Upside EBITDA $243 35.0 $150.15 85% 0.25                37.54          
Most Likely EBITDA $210 30.0 $115.43 42% 0.35                40.40          

Some Downside EBITDA $159 27.5 $85.38 5% 0.25                21.35          
Worst  FCF Yield 3.0% $104.00 $64.93 -20% 0.05                3.25           

Must Equal 1.00                121.41$   ER
49% Upside

Avg. Daily Vol

Downside

2021
Probability-
Weighted 
Expected Return
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But just because a company is a Desert Island Company, doesn’t mean the Stock is attractiveLet’s go back to our friend Axon only now we’ll shift from analyzing the Company, to analyzing the Stock.  Busy PageBut essentially we use a multi-scenario, probability-weighted Expected ReturnImportantly, we analyze not only the most likely and potential Upside scenarios…but even more importantly we think through, talk through what might go Wrong…and the impact on the stock.Lots of numbers…but the two key numbers…So Axon is: #1 A Desert Island Company#2 The Stock has an attractive Expected Return and a favorable Risk/RewardWe’re done right?...Buy a lot of it?  No…we’re not done….



Criteria for Portfolio Inclusion/Weight

Portfolio = +/- 40 Holdings

Conviction

• Expected Return

• Company 
Fundamentals

• How Long Followed

• Business Model

Diversification

• Growth Drivers

• Correlated factors

• End market customers, 
geographies, foreign 
exchange exposure

• Style (e.g., growth, 
financial leverage, etc.)

Risk/Reward

• Range of Outcomes

• Downside Risk

• Skew of Return 
Profile

• Trading Liquidity

• ESG Factors

Investment Process:  Step 3 – Portfolio Construction & Allocation
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Step 3 of our 4 step process is to evaluate Axon from the standpoint of the portfolio.As I mentioned, investors who own the Granahan Focused Growth Portfolio own about 40 stocks out of the roughly 100 companies on the Desert Island Monitored List.So what is our process for deciding if Axon, Kornit, or Vital Farms merit a place in the portfolio?So….there are many, many factors that we consider…but in the end all of these factors can be grouped into three main categories…I’ll talk about each briefly



Yesterday: Delivered via Bricks and Mortar

Today: Delivered via The Cloud

Retailing Medical Services Tutoring Insurance Education Banking

Retailing Medical Services Tutoring Insurance Education Banking

Investment Process:  Step 3 – Portfolio Construction & Allocation



• Ongoing assessment of desert-
island worthiness (typically know 
company for sometime before 
initial purchase).

• Management meetings: Critical

• Meetings/calls with competitors, 
suppliers, customers, analysts, 
experts

• Discussions/debates with other 
PMs on the investment team

• Publish 3-Pointer investment 
case--Sent to entire investment 
team & discussed at weekly 
Investment Meeting

• Ongoing assessment of factor 
exposures and correlated risks 
using Desert Island Monitor

• Oversight by CEO, CIO, CCO in 
addition to PM (daily dashboard; 
exceptions reports; monthly risk 
reports generated by Bloomberg 
and Factset)

• Transparency with team: Focused 
Growth philosophy and process 
are well-known by the entire GIM 
team

• Position-size limits (7% at cost; 
10% at market)

• Hard-coded restrictions in trading 
order management system 
(EzeCastle)

• Continuously discuss/debate 
downside scenarios and 
probabilities

• Real-time assessment of ER, 
risk/reward trimming and adding 
accordingly

• Trading liquidity analysis

Company Stock Portfolio

Investment Process:  Step 4 – Risk Managment
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There are important Risk Management elements that are integral to each of the first three steps of the process:Balance SheetDownside ScenariosPortfolio correlations…But then step back…a number checks and balances.Those are the 4 steps of the process. Now…there’s just one more question right?



“How do we factor in our opinion 
about what the stock market is 

going to do?”
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The Answer: We Don’t
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When I get a question about where the stock market is heading...or Market Timing……I always think of Legendary Investor and Vanguard Founder Jack Bogle who said:  “After nearly 50 years in this business, I do not know of anybody who has [timed the market] successfully and consistently. I don’t even know of anybody who knows anybody who has done it successfully and consistently.”   Neither have I.Let’s take a look at some case studies:  



“After nearly 50 years in this business, I do not 
know of anybody who has [timed the market] 

successfully and consistently. I don’t even know 
of anybody who knows anybody who has done it 

successfully and consistently.”

Vanguard Founder - Jack Bogle
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When I get a question about where the stock market is heading...or Market Timing……I always think of Legendary Investor and Vanguard Founder Jack Bogle who said:  “After nearly 50 years in this business, I do not know of anybody who has [timed the market] successfully and consistently. I don’t even know of anybody who knows anybody who has done it successfully and consistently.”   Neither have I.Let’s take a look at some case studies:  



Market Timing: Case Study #1 – Late 2002/Early 2003

Presenter
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Take 2002, for example, it was a scary time, shortly after 9/11…pending invasion of Iraq…lots of reasons to think: “I think I should be out of the market now”But it turns out that in hindsight, that was the time to put your money in the market, not take it out.



Market Timing: Case Study #2 – GFC October 2007
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Or you could look at a case illustrating the opposite…suppose you bought at one of the worst moments in our lifetimes…October 2007We quickly plunged into the Global Financial Crisis. By March 2009:US GDP was running at NEGATIVE 6.4%Banks were failing, the auto industry was on the brink and…And since we’re talking growth let’s use the NASDAQ—you lost 56% from its peak just 18 months earlier



Market Timing: Case Study #2 – GFC October 2007
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If you bought the NASDAQ at the very peak—not the bottom but the peak in October of ’07--you’ve almost quadrupled your money. 



Market Timing: Case Study #3 – “Black Monday” August 2011
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August of 2011Black Monday S&P downgraded US Sovereign Debt from AAA or “Risk Free” to AA+First time in history the US was downgraded.Fears of contagion to Spain, Italy, FranceAnd we were only 2 and ½ years from the GFC…which was so traumatic that people hadn’t forgottenThe Russell 2000 Growth fell 25% in 12 trading days!I know several people that were spooked out of the market. But it turns out that in hindsight, that was the time to put your money in the market, not take it out.Bottom Line: Whether you owned through Black Monday, or bought the Friday Before, you are really happy if you didn’t take your money out.



Market Timing: Case Study #4 – “Black Monday” August 2011

Presenter
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One More…Let’s suppose this year, instead of a diamond necklace or a nice watch you bought your sweetheart the Russell 2000 Growth Index fund for Valentines Day. Tough Timing – A month later you would have seen the value of your sweet gift drop over 40% -- Pretty Sour.And yet…to the surprise of just about everyone, 5 months later you’d be back in black.I don’t have to tell you this, that’s why your clients have you to help them create an investment plan and stick with it. 



G R A N A H A N  I N V E S T M E N T  M A N A G E M E N T  I N C . •  S M A L L  C A P  E Q U I T Y  S P E C I A L I S T S  
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Granahan Focused Growth: Largest Drawdowns Since Inception

Late 2018 Scare
• Length: Four Months (9/1/18-

12/26/18) 
• Drawdown: FG Down 23.8% 

vs. R2G Down 24.3%
• High-Water Mark: 6 months 

for FG to return to high-water 
mark.

Small Cap Focused Growth
Cumulative Returns; Gross of Fees

07/31/07 – 06/30/20

Russell 2000 GrowthSmall Cap Focused Growth

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.    This information is supplemental to the complete performance results and disclosures.

Fall and Winter of Gloom and Doom (AKA 
The Recession That Never Was) 
• Length: Seven Months (7/17/15-2/11/16)
• Drawdown: FG Down 37.8% (R2G down 

28.6%)
• High-Water Mark: 13 months for FG to 

return to high-water mark.

The 2011 GFC Echo
• Length: Three Months (7/7/11-10/3/11)
• Drawdown: FG Down 25.8% (R2G 

down 29.3%)
• High-Water Mark: 7 months for FG to 

return to high-water mark.

Global Financial Crisis
• Length: Seventeen Months (10/10/07-3/6/09)
• Drawdown: FG Down 54.3% (R2G down 56.8%)
• High-Water Mark: 38 months for FG to return to 

high-water mark.

Initial Phases of COVID-19 Pandemic
• Length: One month (2/19/20-3/19/20)
• Drawdown to Date: FG Down 37.6% 

(R2G down 36.3%)
• High-Water Mark: 3 ½ months for FG to 

return to high-water mark.
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Taking the long view has paid off for the investors in the Granahan Focused Growth Strategy…this shows the drawdowns since 2007. The point is that even if you inadvertently were to buy at the top, you are doing pretty well.And it illustrates that with a disciplined philosophy and process one can clearly generate returns well in excess of a passive benchmark. 



“ OK…I hear you about Market 
Timing, but what about 

valuations? ”
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The Second common question I often get is:  “What About Valuations?” 



DCF = [CF1 / (1+r)1] + [CF2 / (1+r)2] + ... + [CFn / (1+r)n]

Discounted FutureCash Flow
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It is important to remember that Valuations are about future discounted cash flowsNot Past cash flows, or current cash flows…but FUTURE cash flows…future DCF
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Amazon has changed the rules about DCFAmazon is like Muhammad Ali vs. George Foreman in the famous 1974 Heavyweight Championship Fight "Rumble in the Jungle"For those too young to remember, Foreman was the defending champ, undefeated, 40-0, 37 knock-outs, and a big, big favorite.Ali spent 7 rounds in his famous Rope-a-Dope – taking punch after punchSeemed like he was getting killed Just like Amazon  -  Amazon lost money or "Under-Earned" for 20 years… still doing so todayMany times folks thought they were on the Ropes 
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But Ali was investing in the future -- He was "Under-Earning" in the first 7 roundsBut then, in the 8th round, Foreman tired and Ali  knocked him out and regained the Heavyweight ChampionshipAmazon –wrote the book on under-earning…and now They are The Heavyweight ChampThey changed the rules Old Days: - Investors looked in the Rear View MirrorAt Trailing P/EOr perhaps a DCF…but a stodgy—Glass ½ Empty--DCF Today…investors are looking down the road ahead, not in the rearview mirror – Asking themselves:How big could this company be?   What Can they earn in the future? The DCF “Glass” of such companies is very much 75 or 80% fullThis is particularly true in Covid. And it makes sense to me. 2020 Earnings…
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Thank you for taking the time today to learn about the Granahan Focused Growth Strategy. We are indeed in the midst of very turbulent times. Again, your clients are lucky to be able to work together with you to assess their needs, time horizon, risk tolerance and come up with a sound investment and asset allocation plan. Perhaps you’ll believe, as I do, that a secular growth portfolio merits consideration as part such a plan… …and that together you can help your clients stay the course through these rough seas and navigate their way to their own Desert Island.



Thank You

Drew Beja, CFA
Portfolio Manager
Granahan US Focused Growth

G R A N A H A N  I N V E S T M E N T  M A N A G E M E N T  I N C . •  S M A L L  C A P  E Q U I T Y  S P E C I A L I S T S  
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